














Disaster prevention consciousness of Chinese overseas students based on the Survey
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Abstract
Nankai Trough earthquake might occur in the first half of the 21st century. Therefore, it is suggested
important to take it with calm and "correct fear". Of course, it is important for overseas students as well. We
conducted a survey by questionnaire among Chinese overseas students about knowledge on earthquake
and tsunami disaster and knowledge to protect themselves from these disasters. The results revealed that
they feel safe in Japan even if such an earthquake occurs; they know that there is a possibility of arrival of
tsunami after the earthquake; they have interested in disaster prevention but they have not sufficiently
prepared for the earthquake; they do not know how to install the disaster prevention software, neither the
existence of disaster message phone and disaster message dial.
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インストール インストールしていない インストールしたいインストール済 ンストールしていない ンストールしたい
86% 14%
知らない 知っているない っている
19% 18% 16% 13% 12% 10% 7% 5%
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